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Abstract. We generalize Cuckoo Hashing [16] to d-ary Cuckoo Hashing

and show how this yields a simple hash table data structure that stores

n elements in (1 + �)n memory cells, for any constant � > 0. Assuming

uniform hashing, accessing or deleting table entries takes at most d =

O(ln 1

�
) probes and the expected amortized insertion time is constant.

This is the �rst dictionary that has worst case constant access time and

expected constant update time, works with (1+ �)n space, and supports

satellite information. Experiments indicate that d = 4 choices suÆce for

� � 0:03. We also describe a hash table data structure using explicit

constant time hash functions, using at most d = O(ln2 1

�
) probes in the

worst case.

A corollary is an expected linear time algorithm for �nding maximum

cardinality matchings in a rather natural model of sparse random bipar-

tite graphs.

1 Introduction

The eÆciency of many programs crucially depends on hash table data structures,
because they support constant expected access time. We also know hash table
data structures that support worst case constant access time for quite some time
[8, 7]. Such worst case guarantees are relevant for real time systems and parallel
algorithms where delays of a single processor could make all the others wait. A
particularly fast and simple hash table with worst case constant access time is
Cuckoo Hashing [16]: Each element is mapped to two tables t1 and t2 of size
(1 + �)n using two hash functions h1 and h2, for any � > 0. A factor above
two in space expansion is suÆcient to ensure with high probability (henceforth
\whp."1) that each element e can be stored either in t1[h1(e)] or t2[h2(e)]. The
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main trick is that insertion moves elements to di�erent table entries to make
room for the new element.

To our best knowledge, all previously known hash tables with worst case
constant access time and sublinear insertion time share the drawback of a factor
at least two in memory blowup. In contrast, hash tables with only expected
constant access time that are based on open addressing can work with memory
consumption (1+�)n. In the following, � stands for an arbitrary positive constant.

The main contribution of this paper is a hash table data structure with worst
case constant access time and memory consumption only (1 + �)n. The access
time is O(ln 1

�
) which is in some sense optimal, and the expected insertion time

is also constant. The proposed algorithm is a rather straightforward generaliza-
tion of Cuckoo Hashing to d-ary Cuckoo Hashing : Each element is stored at the
position dictated by one out of d hash functions. In our analysis, insertion is
performed by breadth �rst search (BFS) in the space of possible ways to make
room for a new element. In order to ensure that the space used for bookkeeping
in the BFS is negligible, we limit the number of nodes that can be searched to
o(n), and perform a rehash if this BFS does not �nd a way of accommodating
the elements. For practical implementation, a random walk can be used. Unfor-
tunately, the analysis that works for the original (binary) Cuckoo Hashing and
logn-wise independent hash functions [16] breaks down for d � 3. Therefore we
develop new approaches. Section 2 constitutes the main part of the paper and
gives an analysis of the simple algorithm outlined above for the case that hash
functions are truly random and that no element is deleted and later inserted
again.2

Section 3 complements this analysis by experiments that indicate that Cuckoo
Hashing is even better in practical situations. For example, at d = 4, we can
achieve 97 % space utilization and at 90 % space utilization, insertion requires
only about 20 memory probes on the average, i.e., only about a factor two more
than uniform hashing.

In Section 4 we present Filter Hashing, an alternative to d-ary Cuckoo Hash-
ing that uses explicit constant time evaluable hash functions (polynomial hash
functions of degree O(ln 1

�
)). It has the same performance as d-ary Cuckoo Hash-

ing except that it uses d = O(ln2 1
� ) probes for an access in the worst case.

A novel feature of both d-ary Cuckoo Hashing (in the variant presented in
Section 3) and Filter Hashing is that we use hash tables having size only a
fraction of the number of elements hashed to them. This means that high space
utilization is ensured, even though there is only one possible location for an
element in each table. Traditional hashing schemes use large hash tables where
good space utilization is achieved by having many possible locations for each
element.

2 For theoretical purposes, the restriction on deletions is easily overcome by just mark-

ing deleted elements, and only removing them when periodically rebuilding the hash

table with new hash functions.



1.1 Related Work

Space eÆcient dictionaries. A dictionary is a data structure that stores a set of
elements, and associates some piece of information with each element. Given an
element, a dictionary can look up whether it is in the set, and if so, return its
associated information. Usually elements come from some universe of bounded
size. If the universe has size m, the information theoretical lower bound on
the number of bits needed to represent a set of n elements (without associated
information) is B = n log(em=n)��(n2=m)�O(logn). This is roughly n logn
bits less than, say, a sorted list of elements. If logm is large compared to logn,
using n words of logm bits is close to optimal.

A number of papers have given data structures for storing sets in near-
optimal space, while supporting eÆcient lookups of elements, and other opera-
tions. Cleary [4] showed how to implement a variant of linear probing in space
(1+ �)B+O(n) bits, under the assumption that a truly random permutation on
the key space is available. The expected average time for lookups and insertions
is O(1=�2), as in ordinary linear probing. A space usage of B+o(n)+O(log logm)
bits was obtained in [15] for the static case. Both these data structures support
associated information using essentially optimal additional space.

Other works have focused on dictionaries without associated information.
Brodnik and Munro [3] achieve space O(B) in a dictionary that has worst case
constant lookup time and amortized expected constant time for insertions and
deletions. The space usage was recently improved to B + o(B) bits by Raman
and Rao [17]. Since these data structures are not based on hash tables, it is not
clear that they extend to support associated information. In fact, Raman and
Rao mention this extension as a goal of future research.

Our generalization of Cuckoo Hashing uses a hash table with (1+�)n entries
of logm bits. As we use a hash table, it is trivial to store associated information
along with elements. The time analysis depends on the hash functions used
being truly random. For many practical hash functions, the space usage can be
decreased to (1 + �)B + O(n) bits using quotienting (as in [4, 15]). Thus, our
scheme can be seen as an improvement of the result of Cleary to worst case
lookup bounds (even having a better dependence on � than his average case
bounds). However, there remains a gap between our experimental results for
insertion time and our theoretical upper bound, which does not beat Cleary's.

Open addressing schemes. Cuckoo Hashing falls into the class of open address-
ing schemes, as it places keys in a hash table according to a sequence of hash
functions. The worst case O(ln(1=�)) bound on lookup time matches the average
case bound of classical open addressing schemes like double hashing. Yao [22]
showed that this bound is the best possible among all open addressing schemes
that do not move elements around in the table. A number of hashing schemes
move elements around in order to improve or remove the dependence on � in the
average lookup time [1, 9, 11, 12, 18].

The worst case retrieval cost of the classical open addressing schemes is

(log n). Bounding the worst case retrieval cost in open addressing schemes was
investigated by Rivest [18], who gave a polynomial time algorithm for arranging



keys so as to minimize the worst case lookup time. However, no bound was
shown on the expected worst case lookup time achieved. Rivest also considered
the dynamic case, but the proposed insertion algorithm was only shown to be
expected constant time for low load factors (in particular, nothing was shown
for � � 1).

Matchings in random graphs. Our analysis uses ideas from two seemingly un-
related areas that are connected to Cuckoo Hashing by the fact that all three
problems can be understood as �nding matchings in some kind of random bi-
partite graphs.

The proof that space consumption is low is similar in structure to the result
in [21, 20] that two hash functions suÆce to map n elements (disk blocks) to D
places (disks) such that no disk gets more than dn=De+1 blocks. The proof de-
tails are quite di�erent however. In particular, we derive an analytic expression
for the relation between � and d. Similar calculations may help to develop an an-
alytical relation that explains for which values of n and D the \+1" indn=De+1
can be dropped. In [20] this relation was only tabulated for small values of n=D.

The analysis of insertion time uses expansion properties of random bipartite
graphs. Motwani [14] uses expansion properties to show that the algorithm by
Hopcroft and Karp [10] �nds perfect matchings in random bipartite graphs with
m > n lnn edges in time O(m logn= log logn). He shows an O(m logn= log d)
bound for the d-out model of random bipartite graphs, where all nodes are
constrained to have degree at least d � 4. Our analysis of insertion can be un-
derstood as an analysis of a simple incremental algorithm for �nding perfect
matchings in a random bipartite graph where n nodes on the left side are con-
strained to have constant degree d whereas there are (1+ �)n nodes on the right
side without a constraint on the degree. We feel that this is a more natural
model for sparse graphs than the d-out model because there seem to be many
applications where there is an asymmetry between the two node sets and where
it is unrealistic to assume a lower bound on the degree of a right node (e.g.,
[21, 19, 20]). Under these conditions we get linear run time even for very sparse
graphs using a very simple algorithm that has the additional advantage to allow
incremental addition of nodes. The main new ingredient in our analysis is that
besides expansion properties, we also prove shrinking properties of nodes not
reached by a BFS. An aspect that makes our proof more diÆcult than the case
in [14] is that our graphs have weaker expansion properties because they are less
dense (or less regular for the d-out model).

2 d-ary Cuckoo Hashing

A natural way to de�ne and analyze d-ary Cuckoo Hashing is through matchings
in asymmetric bipartite graphs. In particular, the elements can be thought of
as the left vertices and the memory cells can be thought of as the right vertices
of a bipartite graph B(L;R;E). For d-ary Cuckoo Hashing, the number of right
vertices is (1 + �) times the number of left vertices. An edge connecting a left
vertex to a right vertex indicates that the corresponding element can be stored



at the corresponding memory cell. For d-ary Cuckoo Hashing, the edge set of
the bipartite graph B is a random set determined by letting each left vertex
select exactly d neighbors randomly and independently (with replacement) from
the set of right vertices. Any one-to-one assignment of elements/left vertices to
memory cells/right vertices forms a matching in B. Since every element is stored
in some cell, this matching is L-perfect, i.e. it covers all the left vertices.

In the following, we only consider bipartite graphs resulting from d-ary
Cuckoo Hashing, i.e. graphs B(L;R;E) where jLj = n, jRj = (1 + �)n, and
each left vertex has exactly d neighbors selected randomly and independently
(with replacement) from R. We also assume that the left vertices arrive (along
with their d random choices/edges) one-by-one in an arbitrary order and the
insertion algorithm incrementally maintains an L-perfect matching in B.

Having �xed an L-perfect matchingM , we can think of B as a directed graph,
where all the edges of E are directed from left to right, except for the edges of
M , which are directed from right to left. Hence, the matchingM simply consists
of the edges directed from right to left. In addition, the set of free vertices F � R
simply consists of the right vertices with no outgoing edges.

When a new left vertex v arrives, all its edges are considered as outgoing
(i.e. directed from left to right), since v is not currently matched. Then, any
directed path from v to F is an augmenting path for M , because if we reverse
the directions of all the edges along such a path, we obtain a new matching M 0

which also covers v. The insertion algorithm we analyze always augments M
along a shortest directed path from v to F . Such a path can be found by the
equivalent of a Breadth First Search (BFS) in the directed version of B, which is
implicitly represented by the d hash functions and the storage table. To ensure
space eÆciency, we restrict the number of vertices the BFS can visit to o(n).

2.1 Existence of an L-Perfect Matching

We start by showing that for appropriately large values of d, d-ary Cuckoo
Hashing leads to bipartite graphs that contain an L-perfect matching whp.

Lemma 1. Given a constant � 2 (0; 1), for any integer d � 2(1 + �) ln( e� ), the
bipartite graph B(L;R;E) contains a perfect matching with probability at least

1�O
�
n4�2d

�
.

Proof Sketch. We apply Hall's Theorem and show that any subset of left vertices
X has at least jX j neighbors with probability at least 1�O(n4�2d). ut

By applying our analysis for particular values of �, we obtain that if � � 0:57
and d = 3, if � � 0:19 and d = 4, and if � � 0:078 and d = 5, B contains an L-
perfect matching whp. The experiments in Section 3 indicate that even smaller
values of � are possible.

In addition, we can show that this bound for d is essentially best possible.

Lemma 2. If d < (1 + �) ln(1=�) then B(L;R;E) does not contain a perfect

matching whp.

Proof Sketch. If d < (1+�) ln(1=�), there are more than �n isolated right vertices
whp. ut



2.2 The Average Insertion Time of d-ary Cuckoo Hashing

To avoid any dependencies among the random choices of a newly arrived left
vertex and the current matching, we restrict our attention to the case where a
left vertex that has been deleted from the hash table cannot be reinserted. In
addition, we assume that the bipartite graph contains an L-perfect matching,
which happens whp. according to Lemma 1.

Theorem 1. For any positive � � 1=5 and d � 5 + 3 ln(1=�), the incremental

algorithm that augments along a shortest augmenting path needs (1=�)O(log d)

expected time per left vertex/element to maintain an L-perfect matching in B.

The proof of Theorem 1 consists of three parts. We �rst prove that the
number of vertices having a directed path to the set of free vertices F of length
at most � grows exponentially with �, whp., until almost half of the vertices
have been reached. We call this the expansion property. We next prove that for
the remaining right vertices, the number of right vertices having no path to
F of length at most � decreases exponentially with �, whp. We call this the
shrinking property. The proofs of both the expansion property and the shrinking
property are based on the fact that for appropriate choices of d, d-ary Cuckoo
Hashing results in bipartite graphs that are good expanders, whp. Finally, we
put the expansion property and the shrinking property together to show that
the expected insertion time per element is constant. The same argument implies
that the number of vertices visited by the BFS is o(n) whp.

Proof of Theorem 1. In the proof of Theorem 1, we are interested in bounding
the distance (respecting the edge directions) of matched right vertices from F ,
because a shortest directed path from a matched right vertex u to F can be used
for the insertion of a newly arrived left vertex which has an edge incident to u.

We measure the distance of a vertex v from F by only accounting for the
number of left to right edges (free edges for short), or, equivalently, the number
of left vertices appearing in a shortest path (respecting the edge directions) from
v to F . We sometimes refer to this distance as the augmentation distance of v.
Notice that the augmentation distance depends on the current matching M . We
use the augmentation distance of a vertex v to bound the complexity of searching
for a shortest directed path from v to F .

The Expansion Property. We �rst prove that if d is chosen appropriately large,
for any small constant Æ, any set of right vertices Y that is not too close to size
n=2 has at least (1 + Æ)jY j neighbors in L whp. (cf. Lemma 3). This implies
that the number of right vertices at augmentation distance at most � is at least
�(1 + (1 + Æ)�)n, as long as � is so small that this number does not exceed n=2
(cf. Lemma 4).

Lemma 3. Given a constant � 2 (0; 1=4), let Æ be any positive constant not

exceeding
4(1�4�)
1+4�

, and let d be any integer such that d � 3 + 2Æ + 2�(1 + Æ) +

(2+ Æ)� ln
�
1+�
�

�
= ln(1+ �). Then, any set of right vertices Y of cardinality �n �

jY j � n
2(1+Æ)

has at least (1 + Æ)jY j neighbors with probability 1� 2�
(n).



Proof Sketch. We show that any subset of left vertices X , n
2
� jX j � (1� (1 +

Æ)�)n, has at least (1 + �)n� n�jXj

1+Æ
neighbors with probability 1� 2�
(n), and

that any such bipartite graph satis�es the conclusion of the lemma. ut

The following lemma, which can be proven by induction on �, concludes the
proof of the expansion property.

Lemma 4. Given a constant � 2 (0; 1=4), let Æ be any positive constant not

exceeding
4(1�4�)
1+4� , and let B(L;R;E) be any bipartite graph satisfying the con-

clusion of Lemma 3. Then, for any integer �, 1 � � � log(1+Æ)
�
1
2�

�
, the number

of right vertices at augmentation distance at most � is at least �(1 + (1+ Æ)�)n.

For � � 1=5 we can take Æ = 1=3. Then, using the fact that ln(1+�) > ���2=2,
the requirement of Lemma 3 on d can be seen to be satis�ed if d � 5+3 ln(1=�).
The Shrinking Property. By the expansion property, there is a set consisting of
nearly half of the right vertices that have augmentation distance smaller than
some number �?. The second thing we show is that for any constant  > 0, any
set of left vertices X , jX j � n

2(1+)
, has at least (1 + )jX j neighbors in R whp.

This implies that the number of right vertices being at augmentation distance
greater than �? + � decreases exponentially with � (cf. Lemma 6).

Lemma 5. Let  be any positive constant, and let d � (1+log e)(2+)+log(1+
) be an integer. Then, any set of right vertices Y , jY j � (1=2+ �)n, has at least

n� (1+�)n�jY j
(1+)

neighbors, with probability 1�O(n3+�d).

Proof Sketch. We show that any subset of left vertices X , jX j � n
2(1+)

, has at

least (1+)jX j neighbors with probability 1�O(n3+�d), and that any bipartite
graph with this property satis�es the conclusion of the lemma. ut

The following lemma can be proven by induction on �.

Lemma 6. Given a constant � 2 (0; 1=4), let Æ be any positive constant not

exceeding
4(1�4�)
1+4�

and let  be any positive constant. In addition, let B(L;R;E)
be any bipartite graph satisfying the conclusions of both Lemma 3 and Lemma 5

and let �? =
l
log(1+Æ)

�
1
2�

�m
. Then, for any integer � � 0, the number of right

vertices at augmentation distance greater than �+ �? is at most n
2(1+)�

.

Bounding the Average Insertion Time. We can now put everything together to
bound the average insertion time of d-ary Cuckoo Hashing, thus concluding the
proof of Theorem 1.

Let Tv be the random variable denoting the time required by the insertion
algorithm to add a newly arrived left vertex v to the current matching. In addi-
tion, let Y� denote the set of right vertices at augmentation distance at most �.
To bound v's expected insertion time, we use the assumption that the current
matching and the sets Y� do not depend on the random choices of v.

At �rst we assume that the bipartite graph B satis�es the conclusions of
both Lemma 3 and Lemma 5. Also, assume for now that no rehash is carried
out if there are too many nodes in the BFS.



If at least one of the d neighbors of v is at augmentation distance at most
�, an augmenting path starting at v can be found in time O(d�+1). Therefore,

for any integer � � 0, with probability at least 1� (1� jY�j
(1+�)n )

d, Tv is O(d
�+1).

Hence, the expectation of Tv can be bounded by

IE[Tv] =

1X
t=1

Pr[Tv � t]

� O(d) +

1X
�=0

O(d�+2)

�
1�

jY�j

(1 + �)n

�d

� O(d�
?+2) +

d�
?+2

2d

1X
�=0

�
d

(1 + )d

��
;

where the last inequality holds because for any � � 0, 1�
jY�?+�j

(1+�)n
� 1

2(1+)�
, by

Lemma 6. For  = 0:55 and any d � 6, d
(1+)d

< 1
2
and the expectation of Tv

can be bounded by dO(�
?).

On the other hand, for such  and d, the bipartite graph B does not have
the desired properties (i.e. it violates the conclusions of Lemma 3 or Lemma 5)
with probability O(n�2). Since Tv is always bounded by O(n), this low proba-
bility event has a negligible contribution to the expectation of Tv. Similarly, the
expected contribution of a rehash due to too many nodes in the BFS can be
shown to be negligible. ut

3 Experiments

Our theoretical analysis is not tight with respect to the constant factors and
lower order terms in the relation between the worst case number of probes d
and the waste of space �n. The analysis is even less accurate with respect to
the insertion time. Since these quantities are important to judge how practical
d-ary Cuckoo Hashing might be, we designed an experiment that can partially
�ll this gap. We decided to focus on a variant that looks promising in practice:

We use d separate tables of size (1 + �)n=d because then it is not necessary to
reevaluate the hash function that led to the old position of an element to be
moved. Insertion uses a random walk, i.e., an element to be allocated randomly
picks one of its d choices even if the space is occupied. In the latter case, the
displaced element randomly picks one of its d�1 remaining choices, etc., until a
free table entry is found. The random walk insertion saves us some bookkeeping
that would be needed for insertion by BFS. Figure 1 shows the average number
of probes needed for insertion as a function of the space utilization 1=(1 + �)
for d 2 f2; 3; 4; 5g. Since 1=� is a lower bound, the y-axis is scaled by �. We see
that all schemes are close to the insertion time 1=� for small utilization and grow
quickly as they approach a capacity threshold that depends on d. Increasing d
strictly decreases expected insertion time so that we get clear trade-o� between
worst case access time guarantees and average insertion time.
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Fig. 1. Scaled average number of memory probes for insertion into a d-ary Cuckoo Hash

table with 100 000 entries as a function of the memory utilization n=105 (� = 1�n=105).

Starting from n = 1000 � k (k 2 f1; : : : ; 100g), a random element is removed and a new

random element is inserted. This is repeated 1000 times for each of 100 independent

runs. Hash functions are full lookup tables �lled with random elements generated using

[13]. The curves stop when any insertion fails after 1000 probes.

The maximum space utilization approaches one quickly as d is incremented.
The observed thresholds were at 49 % for d = 2, 91 % at d = 3, 97 % at d = 4,
and 99 % at d = 5.

4 Filter Hashing

In this section, we describe and analyze Filter Hashing, a simple hashing scheme
with worst case constant lookup time, that can be used in combination with
essentially any other hashing scheme to improve the space eÆciency of the latter.
More precisely, Filter Hashing space eÆciently stores almost all elements of a set.
The remaining elements can then be stored using a less space eÆcient hashing
scheme, e.g., [5].

To explain Filter Hashing, we again switch to the terminology of bipartite
graphs. For a parameter , 0 <  < 1 we split the right vertices into d =
�(ln2(1=)) parts, called layers, of total size at most n. Each left vertex is
associated with exactly one neighbor in each of the d layers, using hash functions
as described below. A newly arrived vertex is always matched to an unmatched
neighbor in the layer with the smallest possible number. The name �lter hashing
comes from the analogy of a particle (hash table element / left vertex) passing
through a cascade of d �lters (layers). If all the neighbors in the d layers have
been matched, the vertex is not stored, i.e., it is left to the hashing scheme
handling such \overowing" vertices. We will show that this happens to at most
n elements whp.



If the hashing scheme used for the overowing vertices uses linear space, a
total space usage of (1 + �)n cells can be achieved for  = 
(�). For example,
if we use the dictionary of [5] to handle overowing vertices, the space used for
overowing vertices is O(n), and every insertion and lookup of an overowing
vertex takes constant time whp. Even though this scheme exhibits relatively high
constant factors in time and space, the e�ect on space and average time of the
combined hashing scheme is small if we choose the constant  to be small.

A hashing scheme similar to �lter hashing, using O(log logn) layers, was
proposed in [2], but only analyzed for load factor less than 1=2. Here, we use
stronger tools and hash functions to get an analysis for load factors arbitrarily
close to 1.

What happens in the �ltering scheme can be seen as letting the left vertices
decide their mates using a multi-level balls and bins scenario, until the number
of unmatched left vertices becomes small enough. The scheme gives a trade-o�
between the number of layers and the fraction  of overowing vertices.

We proceed to describe precisely the bipartite graph B(L;R;E) used for the
scheme, where jLj = jRj = n. We partition R into d layers Ri, i = 1 : : : d,

where d =
�
ln2(4=)

�
and jRij =

�
n

ln(4=)

�
1� 1

ln(4=)

�i�1�
. Suppose that L �

f1; : : : ;mg for some integer m, or, equivalently, that we have some way of map-
ping each vertex to a unique integer in f1; : : : ;mg. The edges connecting a vertex
v 2 L to Ri, for i = 1; : : : ; d, are given by function values on v of the hash func-
tions

hi(x) = (

tX
j=0

aijx
j mod p) mod jRij (1)

where t = 12 dln(4=) + 1e, p > mn is a prime number and the aij are randomly
and independently chosen from f0; : : : ; p� 1g.

For n larger than a suitable constant (depending on d), the total size
Pd

i=1 jRij

of the d layers is in the range�Pd
i=1

n
ln(4=)

�
1� 1

ln(4=)

�i�1
� d ;

P
1

i=1
n

ln(4=)

�
1� 1

ln(4=)

�i�1�

=

�
n

�
1�
�
1� 1

ln(4=)

�d�
� d ; n

�
�
�
(1� 

2
)n ; n

�
From the description of �lter hashing, it is straightforward that the worst case

insertion time and the worst case access time are at most d. In the following, we
prove that at most n left vertices overow whp., and that the average time for
a successful search is O(ln(1=)). Both these results are implied by the following
lemma.

Lemma 7. For any constant , 0 <  < 1, for d =
�
ln2(4=)

�
and n larger than

a suitable constant, the number of left vertices matched to vertices in Ri is at

least (1� =2)jRij for i = 1; : : : ; d with probability 1�O

��
1


�O(log log( 1

))

1
n

�
.



Proof Sketch. We use tools from [6] to prove that each of the layers has at
least a fraction (1� =2) of its vertices matched to left vertices with probability

1 � O(( 1

)O(log log(

1

)) 1
n
). As there are O(ln2(1=)) layers, the probability that

this happens for all layers is also 1�O(( 1

)O(log log(

1

)) 1
n
). ut

To conclude, there are at most 
2n of the n right side vertices that are not

part of R1; : : : ; Rd, and with probability 1�O( 1
n
) there are at most 

2
n vertices

in the layers that are not matched. Thus, with probability 1 � O( 1
n
) no more

than n vertices overow.
The expected average time for a successful search can be bounded as follows.

The number of elements with search time i � d is at most jRij, and the proba-
bility that a random left vertex overows is at most +O( 1

n
), i.e., the expected

total search time for all elements is bounded by:

( +O( 1
n
))nd+

dX
i=1

jRiji � ( +O( 1
n
))
l
ln2( 4


)
m
n+

n

ln( 4

)

1X
i=0

 
1�

1

ln( 4

)

!i

i

= O(n ln( 4 )) :

The expected time to perform a rehash in case too many elements overow
is O(ln(1=)n). Since the probability that this happens for any particular in-

sertion is O(( 1

)O(log log(

1

)) 1
n
), the expected cost of rehashing for each insertion

is ( 1 )
O(log log( 1


)). Rehashes caused by the total number of elements (including

those marked deleted) exceeding n have a cost of O(ln( 1

)=) per insertion and

deletion, which is negligible.

5 Conclusions and Open Problems

From a practical point of view, d-ary Cuckoo Hashing seems a very advantageous
approach to space eÆcient hash tables with worst case constant access time.
Both worst case access time and average insertion time are very good. It also
seems that one could make average access time quite small. A wide spectrum of
algorithms could be tried out from maintaining an optimal placement of elements
(via minimum weight bipartite matching) to simple and fast heuristics.

Theoretically, many open questions remain. Can we work with (practical)
hash functions that can be evaluated in constant time? What are tight (high
probability) bounds for the insertion time?

Filter hashing is inferior in practice to d-ary Cuckoo Hashing but it might
have specialized applications. For example, it could be used as a lossy hash
table with worst case constant insertion time. This might make sense in real
time applications where delays are not acceptable whereas losing some entries
might be tolerable, e.g., for gathering statistic information on the system. In this
context, it would be theoretically and practically interesting to give performance
guarantees for simpler hash functions.
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binger for discussions on polynomial hash functions.
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